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The large volume of data which an evaluator has to process in order to

obtain recommended constants is the determining factor in evaluation work.

Reference [l] describes a data bank set up to make the evaluator's work more

efficient. Today, the use of a data bank without man-machine interaction by

means of computer graphics would be unthinkable. Man-machine interaction in

this context means not only the hardware and software required for data

storage and retrieval in a nuclear data bank but also a simple and reliable

means of entering the data into the bank from a range of data carriers.

Experience shows that organizing the collection of data presented in graphic

and tabular form is a vital aspect of this task.

In order to carry out his evaluation, the physicist must have the

following technical resources at his disposal: (1) digitized versions of the

graphics with subsequent recording of the digitized data onto a machine

carrier or direct to the computer; (2) visualization of the input on a display

unit; (3) direct access to a central data bank from remote terminals; and

(4) buffered input and review of all data entered. The software must include

input and edit programs for all data and ancillary information entered and

also format modification programs. The article reviews a hardware/software

configuration designed along modular lines for tasks involving graphically

presented information.

Hardware

The basic set of hardware modules required to process graphical data

includes (Fig. 1):

- An acoustic device for digitizing graphics, a so-called acoustic

pen (AP);

A device to display graphics data on the CRT screen (GDD);

- Magnetic tape storage;
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- An alpha-numeric display unit with an attachment for graphics

generation;

- A wide-range, high-speed recorder;

- A type "Ehlektronika DZ-28" microcomputer; and

A PL-15O perforator.

All these modules are combined in an integrated system by means of a

shared data line (SDL) of type MEhK 625.1 [2]. The SDL MEhK 625.1 system was

chosen as the main line, firstly because it is relatively simple, secondly

because it can be used as the basis for simple, controllerless systems of the

"transmitter only-receiver only" type, and thirdly because this standard is

coming into ever wider use at the present time.

Graphics digitizer. Acoustic pen (AP)

The acoustic digitizer for graphical information consists of a plotting

screen on which graphics can be set out or projected; a spark pen which

generates a sound-wave at the point of contact; and a control unit and an

interface unit. When the spark discharger at the tip of the pen is activated,

the counters begin to record X and Y impulses generated by the master clock.

The clock ceases to function when the sound-wave reaches the linear micro-

phones mounted round the edges of the plotting screen. In order to prevent

low-frequency sound from being superimposed on the desired signal, electrical

oscillations from the microphones are fed to amplifiers with a restricted

transmission band.

After the fast discriminators have been tripped by the steep leading edge

of the oscillations (this also stops the master clock), numbers proportional

to the distances from the discharger to the microphones are formed in the

X and Y counters. The co-ordinate pair chus obtained is transformed into a

sequence of octal coded messages in the KOI-7 codes and is then transmitted to

the SDL by means of 8 bytes. The codes for the symbols "line feed" and

"carriage return" are transmitted at the end of the message. In addition,

command data such as "write to internal memory", "delete period", "tape marker

write-in" etc. can be transmitted via the SDL to the receiving terminal.

There are control buttons for this purpose located on the front panel of the
2

acoustic pen control unit. The plotter has a working area of 350 mm , the
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number of dots is 1024 x 1024, and instrument error is - 0.35 mm. The

AP interface is fully consistent with the standard [2] and can carry out an

interrupt function in addition to the data transmission function.

Device for graphics display on the CRT screen

This device provides visual control over the digitization of graphics

data. In essence, the device consists of two digital-analog converters

together with a unit linking them to the SDL. Iterative sequences of coded

messages serve as input data. These are generated by the line transmitter and

carry information on the co-ordinates of the illuminated dots. Any oscillo-

graphic apparatus may be used to depict the output analog signals, provided

its horizontal deflection system can be governed by an external clock and the

brightness of its beam can be modulated by an external signal. As the data

enter the system incorporating a graphics display unit, the system controller

can correct the data array appearing on the CRT and thereby alter the display

dynamically.

Magnetic tape unit

The large flow of graphics data entered into the nuclear data bank and

the relatively slow speed of digitization impose a specific mode of processing

which may make it preferable to hold the data initially on magnetic or punched

tape rather than entering them directly into the computer.

The ES-9OO2 standard data preparation tape drive (DPTD) was used for

magnetic tape storage. This tape drive is fitted with a unit linking it to

-the SDC. In addition, the DPTD has been further modernized, can accommodate

records of any length and can operate with the KOI-7 codes which are standard

with this system. In relation to the main line, the ES-9OO2 can be both a

receiver and a transmitter, which means,that, in addition to output to a machine

carrier, the reverse operation, i.e. entering data into the system, can be

carried out. The structure of the SDL link unit is such that the ES-9OO2 DPTD's

buffer can regenerate its contents onto the main line if so instructed by the

controller, i.e. can thereby function as a transmitter of information to the

DRGT for illumination on the CRT screen.
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Connecting the graphics processing hardware to the computer

A display plugged into the computer in the standard manner and fitted

with an SDL linkage unit is used to link up the system. The linkage unit com-

prises a multiplexer and interface circuits (Fig. 2). The codes of the symbols

are transmitted to the display and passed on to the computer either from the

keyboard or from the SDC depending on the position of the toggle switch on the

keyboard. This solution makes it possible to dispense with special systems

programs and to use the standard driver for the particular terminal.

Such visual display terminals equipped with a graphics module which allows

the display of both alpha-numeric and graphical information have a much wider

range of functions and a greater degree of perfection from the standpoint of

graphics processing. The graphics module is constructed on a principle that is

in wide use at the present time - the contents of two memories (an alpha-

numeric and a graphics memory) are regenerated on the screen simultaneously.

By means of a special control sequence the display switches to a graphics mode

and treats the subsequent flow of data from the computer as command information

with which to generate an image. As a rule, either the co-ordinates of the

individual dots on the screen are transmitted or the starting and ending co-

ordinates of the vectors which are to be illuminated. The microprocessor con-

trolling the display carries out the necessary modifications and fills the

graphics memory. Another control sequence is used for translation to the normal

alpha-numeric mode. The working area of the graphics raster is 272 x 240 dots.

The KDE 81OA86O display unit serves as a source.

Special subprograms for use with the SM3 and SM4 operating systems have

been developed for the benefit of users who wish to program their own graphics

in high-level languages such as FORTRAN.

Available system configurations

The use of trunk-linked modules in designing the graphics processing

system made it possible to set up mutually complementary systems at minimal

cost. In this way, data could be entered into a nuclear physical constants

base and used in various ways (off-line, on-line etc.). Figures 3 and 4 illus-

trate some of the more frequently encountered configurations. The systems

depicted in Figs 3, 4(a) and 4(b) are the simplest and can be utilized where

a computer with appropriate resources is not available in the immediate

•vicinity.
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In cases where the quality of the input is of special importance, and

primary processing is best carried out off-line (i.e. is not possible on the

central computer), the configuration depicted in Fig. 3(c) should be used.

For primary processing of input data, a type "Ehlektronika DZ-28" microcomputer

connected to the SDL can be used. With this set-up, data obtained with the

systems illustrated in Figs 3(a) and (b) can undergo primary processing.

Figure 4 depicts the most suitable configuration in cases where there is direct

access to the computer. With this system graphics data can be input to the

computer direct without intermediate carriers, and processed on-line.

The configurations depicted in Figs 4(b) and 5 are used to enter experi-

mental data to the base direct from the recorder. Figure 4(b) illustrates a

system which enables data from the "Fialka-4M" recorder [3] to be entered to

the computer via a video terminal. Two k-bytes of data can be transmitted in

the space of 2 minutes to 10-15 seconds, depending on how the video terminal is

connected to the computer. Figure 5 depicts an off-line system which enables

the internal storage of all (max. 31) recorders to be written into standard

files held on magnetic tape for subsequent computer processing. The algorithm

of the control program for the system controller (an "Ehlektronika DZ-28"

microcomputer) contains a number of effective design features to prevent data

corruption or loss. In addition, data can also be recorded on a cassette deck

which is part of the "Ehlektronika DZ-28" standard equipment.

Software resources

The software resources of the graphics data processing system comprise

the following: (1) primary processing; (2) search and recording of data in the

nuclear data bank; and (3) processing of data in the base. The latter two sets

of programs are described in Ref. [l]. The primary processing programs include:

programs to enter data with the acoustic pen and record them in the file; edit

programs for these data; programs to transfer the co-ordinates to a physical

system and correct various non-linear distortions along the axes of these co-

ordinates; and so on. The introduction of functional keys by means of which

all further processing of primary graphics data can be largely automated is a

feature which makes the system particularly convenient for the evaluator. The

functional keys appear on the plotting screen as squares of 1 x 1 cm, positioned

somewhat to the side of the basic working image. By pressing the tip of the pen

inside the square, the code of the functional key is transmitted to the output

file. The following functional keys are available:
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BEG - open bracket (.

END - close bracket ).

LNX - open bracket for an array of dots marking the X-axis.

LNY - ditto for the Y-axis.

SCX - open bracket for an array of dots marking a scale on the

X-axis.

SCY - ditto for the Y-axis.

LIN - type of scale (linear).

LOG - type of scale (logarithmic).

NLN - type of scale (non-linear).

ERX - defines the type of dot which precedes this key as the

deviation (yc) along the X-axis of the dot preceding the

dot "yc".

ERY - ditto for a deviation along the Y-axis.

FLG - marker key. The presence of this key permits the index of

all subsequent dots to be increased by one.

CLF - flag (index) clearance.

NGR - key to reserve space for input of tabular data from a table.

NSC - the presence of this code indicates that scale data are

unavailable for one of the axes used instead of SCX or SCY.

LAC - key to enter the amplitude calibration lines.

REP - marker key. Indicates that the preceding dot is for

reference only.

The operations required to digitize total initial data can be described

in brief as follows using Naur-Bekus's terminology:

<Operation> :: = PEG <all graphics> END

graphics> :: = <graphic>

graphics> / <graphic> NGR/

<all graphics> / NGR ... NGR
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<Graphic> :: = BEG <axes> <curves> END

<Curves> :: = <curve> <curves> /

<curve> <scale> <curves>

<Curve> :: = BEG <information on dots> END

<Information on dots> :: = <dot>

<information on dots> / FLG <dot>

<information on dots> / CLF <dot>

<information on dots> / <dot> <dot>

ERX <infonnation on dots> / <dot>

<dot> ERY <information on dots> etc.

<Axes> : = <direction of X-axis>

<X-scale> <direction of Y-axis>

<Y-scale> / <direction of X-axis>

NSC <direction of. Y-axis> <Y-scale>

<direction of X-axis> <X-scale>

<direction of Y-axis> NSC/

<direction of X-axis> NSC <direction of Y-axis> NSC

<Direction of X-axis> :: = LNX <all dots> END

Ditto for Y-axis
(LIN)

<X-scale> :: = SCX (LOG) (all dots) END/NSC
(NLN)

(LIN)
<Y-scale> :: = SCY (LOG) (all dots) END/NSC

(NLN)

Thus, processing the graphic information entered in accordance with the

above protocol can be almost entirely automated, reducing manual operations to

a minimum. Nuclear data evaluated by this system can be recorded and stored

in an exchangeable format of the EXFOR type [4],
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1« Basic configuration of hardware modules: 1 - terminal channel;

2 - visual display unit with graphics option (attachment);

3 _ F-4M recorder; 4 - "Ehlektronika DZ-28" microcomputer;

5 - modernized type ES-9OO2 DPTD.

< SDL HEhK
'. 625.1

Fis _2. Unit linking the KDE 81OA86O to the SDL: 1 - keyboard; 2 - multi-

plexer; 3 - interface; 4 - SDL linkage unit; 5 - display;

6 - terminal channel.
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Fig. 3. Off-line graphics digitizing system with (a) paper tape; (b) magnetic

tape; and (c) with visual control and edit option: 1 - PL-150

perforator; 2 - modernized type ES-9OO2 STPTD; 3 - "Ehlektronika DZ-28"

microcomputer.
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Fig. 4. System for entering graphical (a) and experimental (b) information

to the computer with processing and visual control occurring simul-

taneously: 1 - terminal channel; 2 - type KDE 81OA86O video

terminal; 3 - F-4M recorder.

Fig. 5. Off-line system by which the contents of the memories of all

recorders can be written into standard files: 1 - "Ehlektronika

DZ-28" microcomputer; 2 - F-4M recorder; 3 - modernized type

ES-9002 SDPTD.


